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The Grading Game
By Guy A. Cruse

(Concluded from PAPER MONEY No. 33, Page 13)

Chapter Four

Cosmetics, or is that her own beauty?

1. There is a legend about the housewife who made
superb mincemeat pie. She also made delicious apple
pie. In order to tell them apart, before baking she cut
an initial into the dough crust topping the pies. Ex-
cellent idea, except she cut the same letter "T" into both
toppings. When asked by a friend what the letter T
stood for she replied, "Oh, easy. One T stands for 'Tis
mince; the other T stands for 'Taint." This type of
frustrating dissemblance all too often occurs in nicely
"baked" paper.

2. Who of us has not handled the early date note and
felt that its texture and radiance were just a little too
youthful for its middle-aged years? And so, suspicions
aroused, we have looked for other signs of facelifting.
Almost anyone can be expert in this kind of detective
work, with a little common sense.

a. Hardly anyone would suggest that women abandon
all use of cosmetics. Yet on the other hand, most men
are inclined to feel that theatrical stage make-up on a
woman for street wear in the bright light of day some-
how looks—shall we say—meretricious?

b. Clean up a note, press it carefully, even apply a
little "eye shadow" on the white streaks . . . why not?
There are few things au naturel, from the civilized point
of view, that cannot he improved upon. The market
place offers, and everyone takes in stride, a constant
flood of reconditioned appliances and used automobiles.
The jeweler who offered a diamond trinket that belonged
to Catherine the Great without first cleaning it up
wouldn't be in business very long.

c. It's not a matter of principle, it's the money! Each
one of us is something of a purist at heart. No one
wants to be sold a work of art as original, only to find
later on that it's a good copy. If the copy is so labeled
before sale and it suits the buyer's purpose, both seller
and buyer have completed a mutually satisfactory trans-
action.

d. You may elect to use cosmetics on a paper note, or
not. If you do, then by all means so label it. The Federal
Government keeps a sharp eye on possible misleading or
false advertising in foods and drugs, and society is the
better for it. To the numismatist, paper money is his
food and drug.

e. In my own collection I have devised a simple method
of cataloging notes. I always start off with the grade
first. To any numismatist, this is the single, most im-
portant fact to ascertain about the note. If the note has
been cleaned, I start off with "c"; if pressed, with a
following "p": if both, with "cp." Cosmetics are as
much a part of grading as the nose is part of the face.
This is immediately followed by the grade proper, such

as XF: the denomination, such as $5; the BEP title or
official name of note, such as USN—not "red seal" or
"legal tender"—and the series year. Thus, identification
will appear.

cpXF $5 USN 1907

From this capsule description I have immediately all
the information necessary for a general knowledge of the
note. In my own cataloging I go a step further and
have evolved a simple code which tells me the amount
I paid for a note and the date acquired. If there is
room, or it is desirable, I sometimes add other data.
For example, on the note above, I might add the signa-
tures—as. Woods/White. Thus, the second line with the
above might appear:

cpXF $5 USN 1907
450.370 Woods/White

The second line tells me that I paid $45 for the note
in March of 1970. ( If I acquired a new $5 note at a
bank, the first three digits would be 000. or 050., however
you want to look at it. I The second line also tells me
that at the time of issue of the note (Walter 0.) Woods
was Register of the Treasury and (Frank) White was
Treasurer of the U.S. By quick reference to a textbook
1 can also determine that the note was actually issued for
use in the 1920s, when these two gentlemen were in office.

f. I submit that the first line of the cataloging method
above, or some closely similar variation of it, should be
widely adopted by both dealer and collector. Pricing,
of course, and its coding are up to the individual dealer
or collector. and what he wants to tell himself or others.

(1) If the note in the above example had not been
subject to cosmetic treatment, the line would read sim-
ply: XF $5 USN 1907. This is most important: it tells
the collector that the note is being offered to him, or he
has already acquired it, in its natural state of wear. Ob-
viously, if it grades XF, without cosmetics, it is in a
better state than a note which has been pulled up from a
natural VF grade to XF in appearance—at first glance.
t hanks to a visit to a beauty shop.

g. The philosophy.
Although the Supreme Court has in effect banished the
word pornography from the language by refusing to inter-
pret or promulgate any reasonable definitions of the term
for public reference (what is "redeeming" social signifi-
cance? I think it is high time we ragpickers banish
silence and come out in the open about cleaning and
pressing or the use of cosmetics and the dolling up of
our favorite commodity. Nothing can be gained by
pretending it does not exist.

(1) 1 am not arguing either for or against the cosmetic
approach. I personally believe that a truly New note, or
an Almost Uncirculated note should never, ideally, be
subjected to either cleaning or pressing. Below these
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two grades. however, the horizon stretches without limit
in the Land of Make-Believe and Caveat Emptor, and it
would be naive to pretend that such stretching of the
truth is summarily rejected by all dedicated numismatists.

(2) What I am arguing for is that both seller and
buyer admit the fact. when it does exist, and so identify
or label paper in transaction. If this be purism, then I
am a purist. Perhaps it sounds as though I were trying
to establish myself as the Ralph Nader of ragpicking!
I am not. I hope I am engaged in "meaningful" mon-
olog. I have discussed the subject with several papyrus
purveyors, and while there is uniform agreement that
a problem exists, almost none will proffer a remedial
solution. So I say to all: where are you? Are you still
alive and well and living under a cabbage leaf? If so.
PAPER MONEY is the indicated medium for such verbal
rebuttal as may result from this article.

Chapter Five

Grade-O-Rama

1. The graph. the gradient, the calibration call it what
you will—is one of the concomitants of our times. The
founding fathers of our USA wisely decided on a decimal
system for coinage and paper. I They fell flat on their
the metric system, being adopted elsewhere in the world
faces, albeit, when it came to voting down adoption of
soon after our founding.

2. With due deference to Messrs. Brown and Dunn, the
"C & D" ( Cruse & Damnation) system proposes that we
have a meeting of the Board of Directors—you the dealer.
and you the collector—and establish some by-laws and
policies on grading. It's not only the democratic way of
doing things and admittedly old fashioned, but in this
case it makes sterling common sense.

(1) To that end the C & D system following will serve
as a basis of discussion for refinement, and hopefully not
as a point of departure. The system proposed is appli-
cable primarily to USA notes of actual issue only since
1900. Notes of the 1860s to 1900, and obviously notes
earlier than that period, cannot have exactly the same
parameters for grading. I cannot resist the observation.
nonetheless, that a Floor Rag is a Floor Rag, no matter
what century it originated in.

3. The Proposition

a. Like the Declaration Of Independence. we must hold
something to be self-evident. This is the grading term
"New." It therefore represents the theoretic perfection
of a newly printed note, or 100 in a scale running from
a theoretic 0 to 100.

h. The C & D System

c. Within the range of New, 95 up to theoretic 100,
there is obviously room for "average New" grade, and--

Grade 	 Scale

I New 	 (also CU) 	 95 to 100

	

AU (for Almost Unc) 	 90 to 95

XF/AU 	 On the 90 line

	

XF (for Extra Fine) 	 80 to 90

	

XF± 	 85 to 90
(w/o + or— XF = About 85)

	

XF— 	 80 to 85
VF/XF 	 On the 80 line

	

VF (for Very Fine) 	 70 to 80

	

VF+ 	 75 to 80
(w/o + or— VF = About 75)

	

VF— 	 70 to 75

F/VF
	

On the 70 line

F
	

(for Fine) 	 60 to 70

	

G (for Good: includes 	 50 to 60
Fair, Poor and VG
grades, as now
used)

Filler 	 Anything below 50

Natural Condition
(without cosmetics)

Handling only from bank outlet to
you, via dealer or collector.
One or two light folds, or wrinkles
only. Clean flat.

May be lightly creased or folded 2 or 3
times; may be lightly soiled; cut
corners must be sharp; no V-voids,
white streaks, tears, holes, stains, or
writing. Some wrinkling.

May be creased any number of times,
with some hard, worn creases; shows
a lot of handling; well soiled; may
have slightly worn, round corners and
V-voids; may have any two of light
tears, cuts or holes, but no piece of
note missing.

A generally poor quality, dirty, man-
handled and limp. Not desirable.

Indescribable. Collectible only in ex-
tremis.      

1 New notes with excellent registration may be classified as "E" or "EN." New
notes with average registration are simply New, which may be written "N" or "New"
(Refer to 3.c. below).

2 If a note could properly be classified as one grade higher, except for one out-
standing deficiency, grade it lower/upper. Never grade it upper with a lengthy ex-
planation as to why it is really lower grade.

3 Avoid using G as a grade, for the most part. The lower limit of F grade
should be the least considered collectible.
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borrowing from silver a quality close to .999 fine. What
to call it? Of course, not "gem." That refers to metal
or other hard materials. "Select" or "choice" would do;
although those terms are overworked, and particularly
bring to mind classification of coins.

(1) How about "excellent," or "EN" for excellent,
new? Even better, why not simply "E," under-
standing that it is used only to denote the best
quality in a New note? Excellent should mean the
best possible registration, and registration is defined
as :

Nearly perfect centering of engraved design and
line border within the cut edges of the note. All
white margins of the note uniformly wide with
respect to face, and uniformly wide on back of the
note. All engraved design finely printed and
overprinted, lines sharp and clear ; and seal and
serial numbers properly located and spaced within
the field of the engraved design.

This criterion must be modified for old large-size
notes, early this century and pre-1900. In such
notes, particularly on the face, uniform width is
possible only for top and bottom white margins, and
side or end margins that can be uniform them-
selves but will be of different width than top and
bottom margins.

Being purely arbitrary, and purposely allowing
some tolerance, I would define uniformity of white
margin width as the narrower margin being not
less than two-thirds the width of the wider mar-
gin. (I believe most reasonable persons would
agree that to allow as much as a 50 percent dif-
ference in the widths of two "uniform" margins
would be a contradiction of definition.)

Also, in any note an engraved field and border
line that is to the naked eye noticeably askew
with respect to the cut edges of the note, cannot be
called "E," although it might certainly qualify
otherwise as New. There is a plethora of such
notes currently being churned out by the BEP,
which brings to mind immediately the unpleasant
possibility of someone's coming up with a "Nas-
kew" grade!

(2) It should be self evident that an E note and a
New note can be equally crisp, or that the E note can
by the most delicate laboratory instruments. Hence, it
be less crisp than the New note, when measured by
is all the more absurd to use the term "crisp" as an
indicator of quality in the best grades of notes. Good
registration, on the other hand, cannot change and
will not deteriorate with use or age. Furthermore,
good registration, like beauty, is a delight to look
upon and its own excuse for being.

(3) As defined above, good registration is worth
consideration in any grade of circulated note; of
two notes equally worn, the more desirable one is the
note with good, or better registration.

Chapter Six

From Sea to Shining Sea

With all the fineness necessary and used every day in
precision industries in the USA, it is a sad fact that BEP
printing press equipment is not all of the best. and human
sloppiness exists. The Government seems more com-
mitted to turning out quotas of new notes, on a fill-the-
gap basis. than it is to turning out fine specimens of the
engraver's and printer's art. as nearly exact and perfect
as it is humanly possible to achieve.

Unfortunately we are all subtly influenced by the mass-
production psychology which exhorts: make it good
enough for the purpose intended, and to last a while;
and when it wears out or down, throw it away and get a
new one. This planned obsolescence (easily explained
away as good for business) runs the gamut from houses
and automobiles to wrist watches, paper clothing and
plastic quidnuncs. The cost of having it repaired is
literally more than the cost of a new one. They grow on
trees.

Soberly, it creates a current paper money point to
ponder when one is almost forced to regard currency in
the same use-it-up and throw-it-away category. So, it's
askew, badly centered or printed. Who cares?

To you, I say: I love and honor this country and its
form of Government. I am first of all a proud citizen,
reflecting on the best of what our country has been, is
now, and can be in the future. I am secondly a numis-
matist.

I firmly believe that as a symbol of this Government,
and of our collective integrity, our paper currency de-
serves the very finest treatment in its design and produc-
tion,—and in collecting!

Needling the haystack of the currency is—let's face it
—the somewhat esoteric forte of the ragpicker. Needle
anyone?

WE BUY AND SELL

LARGE SIZE U. S.
PAPER MONEY

WANTED:
Choice Condition and Scarce

Large Size Notes Only.

SEND LIST FIRST, WITH
CONDITION AND PRICES.

L. S. WERNER
1270 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10001

Phone LA 4-5669

SOCIETY CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL
NUMISMATISTS

ASK YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT US
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